
Subject: Deal with missing data in BMI
Posted by anikhpg42@gmail.com on Fri, 12 Jan 2018 09:17:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi,

I have been working on mothers BMI and children's malnutrition.
For this purpose, I have been using BDHS KR file (2014) where the total observations were about
7886.
Now, along with those missing variables among hw_70 (for stunting), hw_71 (wasting), hw_72 (for
underweight), 
v437, v438, v213 and v222 (for mother's BMI) etc variables, I have used those following
commands in STATA.

But, because of the missing variables in the data, while after calculating BMI and children's
stunting, wasting and underweight,
the total number of observations are decreasing and those results are showing for about 6500
observations.

Again, when I am performing logistic regression, the observations are decreased too much and
the result
shows for only about 2000 observations. 

Now, my question is, how can I deal with the missing observations to calculate wasting, stunting
and mother's BMI?
I want to get results of 7886 observations while calculating stunting, wasting, underweight and
BMI.
So, what is the possible ways?

Thanks in advance.

Regards,
Anik

The following commands I have used in STATA.

clear all
set more off
use C:\Users\hp\Desktop\Thesis\BDKR72FL.DTA, clear

//SVY commands
gen strata=v023
gen psu=v021
gen sampwt=v005/1000000
svyset psu [pw=sampwt], strata (strata)
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**child stunting calculation
codebook hw70
tab hw70 if hw70>9990,m
tab hw70 if hw70>9990, m nolabel
gen HAZ=hw70
replace HAZ=. if HAZ>=9996
//histogram HAZ

gen stunted=.
replace stunted=0 if HAZ~=.
replace stunted=1 if HAZ<-200
svy: tab stunted

**child wasting calculation
codebook hw72
tab hw72 if hw72>9990,m
tab hw72 if hw72>9990,m nolabel
gen WAH=hw72
replace WAH=. if WAH>=9996
//histogram WAH

gen wasted=.
replace wasted=0 if WAH~=.
replace wasted=1 if WAH<-200
svy: tab wasted

**child underweight calculation
codebook hw71
tab hw71 if hw71>9990,m
tab hw71 if hw71>9990,m nolabel
gen WAZ=hw71
replace WAZ=. if WAZ>=9996
//histogram WAZ

gen underweight=.
replace underweight=0 if WAZ~=.
replace underweight=1 if WAZ<-200
svy: tab underweight

*generate a variable for body mass index (BMI)

*we want height in metres
gen height=v438/1000 if v438<9999

*we want weight in kilograms
gen weight=v437/10 if v437<9999
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*bmi is defined as weight in kilograms divided by height in metres squared
gen bmi=weight/height^2

*exclude currently pregnant and women with a birth in the last 2 months
replace bmi=. if v213==1|v222<=2

*let's create a variable that classfies people according to the WHO's definitions of underweight
and obesity
recode bmi (0/18.49999=1 "Underweight") (18.5/24.99999=2 "Normal") (25/999=3 "Overweight
and Obese"), gen(bmi_cat)
svy: tab bmi_cat

 

Subject: Re: Deal with missing data in BMI
Posted by abpromiti on Sun, 03 Jun 2018 16:27:04 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

How can i categorize mother's BMI in the following categories:
<18.5
18.5-24.9
>=25.0
I am dealing with IR File

Subject: Re: Deal with missing data in BMI
Posted by anikhpg42@gmail.com on Sun, 03 Jun 2018 17:22:06 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

First, you have to follow up a standard/world recognized BMI cut-offs (WHO Cut-off, Asian special
BMI cut-off etc.).
For your own analysis purpose, you should apply the most reasonable ones. 

Subject: Re: Deal with missing data in BMI
Posted by abpromiti on Mon, 04 Jun 2018 07:20:59 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hello, 
According to recode file
V437 gives hight in centimetres, and V438 gives weight in kilograms. But after the transformation
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of cm to meters when i divide V438/meter^2 it is not showing V445. That is BMI. 

Subject: Re: Deal with missing data in BMI
Posted by abpromiti on Mon, 04 Jun 2018 09:36:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I got it.
my problem is solved.
instead of W/H^2
I was calculating H/W^2
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